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McDonald: Congress Should 
. 

Investigate U.S. labor Party 

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., the Chairman of the u.s. 

Labor Party, issued the following statement concerning 

a three-and-one-half page slander against the party in
serted into the Congressional Record of Jan. 27 by 

Georgia's 7th District Congressman Larry McDonald. 
" 

"McDonald's slanderous characterization of the U.S. 
Labor Party - and his astonishing call for the re
creation of the House Internal Security Committee in 
order to investigate the party reflect the level of hysteria 
in the top circles of the Carter Administration. Those 
circles are responding to the Labor Party's exposure, in 
Congressional testimony, of the Trilateral Commission's 
control of the Carter White House. 

"No new comer to dirty tricks, McDonald has func
tioned in the past and is functioning now as a Trilateral

,Carter "plumber" conducting simultaneous 'left-right' 
disruption operations against legitimate political 
organizations who are mobilizing opposition to Carter's 
policies. 

"A national officer in the John Birch Society. Mc
Donald aided in installing Jimmy Carter in the White 
House by sabotaging Republican and conservative 
forces' efforts at preemptive actions against vote fraud. 
Along with Rockefeller politicians like William Buckley 
and Richard Viguerie, McDonald has participated in 
dirty tricks operations as exemplified by the activities of 
the well-known political intelligence operatives on his 
Congressional staff, John and Sheila Rees. Sheila, a 
member of the National Lawyers Guild, was a'former' 
member at the Institute for Policy Studies - the single 
largest source of 'new left' terrorism in the nation 

throughout the 1960-70's. John Rees. using Prudential 
Insurance monies, was instrumental in setting up black 
racist Imamu Baraka in Newark. N.J. as the counter to 
state representative Anthony Imperiale in a scenario 
designed to provoke racial tension in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. John and Sheila Rees tointlf ha'{�U�sued an 
'intelligence' newsletter called Information Digest 
distributed to LEAA police departments throughout the 
U.S. 

"McDonald himself is tied into the reconstructed Nazi 
networks built up by the Rockefeller family after World 
War II through his association in Interpol international 
networks controlled in part by William Buckley and 
Richard Viguerie. These networks. run through Interpol, 
include individuals like OAS (Secret Army Organization) 
official Jacques Soustelle, who was involved in 
assassination plans against the life of Charles de Gaulle. 

"Although most of his present activities are 
technically not illegal, the scope of McDonald's 
operations illustrates vividly the conspiracy being 
directed by the Trilateral Commission to subvert the; 
nation's political institutions. 

"Congress must act now to stop this. As a first step in 
unravelling this evil web, a full investigation should be 
launched into Interpol, a key controlling point in the 
overall Trilateral conspiracy. If carried out im
mediately. such an investigation can be the first step in 
reviving the institution of Watergate and begin the 
process of removing Jimmy Carter from office before his 
policies irrevocably commit this nation to fascism and 
war." 
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